UM ETHICS PROGRAMS PRESENT THE 10TH ANNUAL SERIES
(2001 – 2002 – FOCUS ON FLORIDA)

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI & VA MEDICAL CENTER
DIALOGUES IN RESEARCH ETHICS

Dialogue 1

Ethics and Compliance – What Are All These New Regs About?

Norman H. Altman, VMD
University of Miami

12 Noon, Friday, September 14, 2001
Rosenstiel Building 6018  (Pharmacology Conference Room)

Lunch will be provided

Scientists and their work are being reviewed, scrutinized and monitored in unprecedented degree and fashion. From human and animal investigations to the responsible conduct of research, society is demanding ever-greater accountability. At UM and elsewhere, however, hewing to the highest standards of research ethics must be a goal even without government regulations. This special presentation will review why.

Dr. Altman is the University of Miami Vice Provost for Research, as well as Director of the Division of Comparative Pathology in the Department of Pathology.

Dialogues in Research Ethics is a series of monthly conferences. For more information, phone 305-243-5723, write to Campus Box M-825 or send E-mail to ethics@miami.edu

Sponsors:
- Vice Provost for Research
- Office of Graduate Studies
- Department of Microbiology and Immunology
- UM Ethics Programs
- Research Service of the Miami VAMC
- S. Florida VA Foundation for Research and Education
- Department of Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology
- Friends of UM Ethics Programs